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Hide design
As the air gets dirtier, the temperatures get 
hotter, the smells get more unbearable and the 
honking gets louder, Mumbaikars are finding 
ways to make their great escape – without 
actually leaving the metropolis. From sealed-
in houses and first floors starting 13 levels 
above the ground to cocooned cars and offices 
within homes, Mumbaikars are shutting out 
the city by retreating inwards. Love it or leave 
it? Not really. We prefer to kindly adjust.

Building block
Architects across the spectrum are 
designing buildings that turn their backs on 
Mumbai’s madness, finds Rachel Lopez.
A promotional image on the website of Orchid 
Enclave, an upcoming housing complex in 
Mumbai Central shows two skyscrapers standing 
against a cloudless blue sky. There’s a swirling 
aquamarine pond in the foreground, beach 
balls, a little bridge and palm trees at its edge. A 
joyous splattering of water droplets bathes the 
scene. The building is on hyper-hurried Bellasis 
Road. You’d be hard pressed to find palm trees 
(let alone swirly water bodies) among its chawls, 
traffic jams, timber traders and painted ladies. 
But if you do visit the construction site, be sure 
to stand neck deep in the swimming pool and 
look up. What you’ll see is the real-life version 
of that fantasy world painted by the builders. 
It’s enough to make you believe that you and 
the Orchid Enclave’s residents are the only 
inhabitants of a perfectly manicured universe. 
Even if you’re wet from the neck down.

If Orchid Enclave is trying to create a world 
removed from Mumbai’s problems, Orchid Turf 
View, DB Realty’s other skyscraper near Famous 
Studios in Mahalaxmi, is trying to shut out the 
city further. Each of the building’s duplexes 
insulates its residents against Mumbai’s 18 
million others with personal elevators and 
private pools that face southward towards the 
Race Course, carefully oriented away from 

the mill tenements and slums to the north. 
For Lodha’s flagship project, Bellissimo, a 
48-storey tower is being built atop a high 
concrete platform near Haji Ali. The first 
floor is located 73 feet above the ground, 
so customers need never encounter such 
unsightly views as taxis whizzing past Lala 
Lajpat Rai Marg. There’s a garden on every 
fourth level and all the apartments look out 
to the sea. You needn’t leave the property 
to worship, catch a soothing glimpse of a 
waterfall, get a massage, practice yoga or play 
cricket, tennis, basketball and squash – it’s all 
available within the security gates. There’s also 
a café, a banquet hall, conference rooms, a 
convenience store and 24-hour medical help.

With more construction firms designing 
buildings that explicitly aim to shut residents 
away from Mumbai’s sardine-can existence, its 
cacophony and contact with its less-privileged 
citizens, living in a bubble is now less of a 
fantasy than ever before. “Self-contained living 
has become not so much a trend, as much 
as a need,” said Snehal Parekh, architect at 
Kalpataru Properties, a 40 yr old building firm 
currently constructing nine residential properties 
in Mumbai. He explained that in the space-
starved metro, builders have little choice over 
the location and surroundings of their site, so 
the focus is mostly on sanitising the property 
as much as possible. “There’s always an effort 
not to have a slum view,” he said. “And if a 
person has already battled congestion and 
noise to come home, they don’t want to face 
it again to get to a club. So it makes sense 
to have a club and offer activities for all age 
groups within the premises.” Parekh uses the 
words “inward-looking” as a catchphrase to 
describe Kalpataru’s architecture of avoidance. 
The company looks to Singapore, which shares 
similar parking and space constraints, for design 
ideas. Architects use high planters, screening 
walls and even the facades of the buildings to 
shield the central social area from the world 
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immediately outside. At Heights, their 39-storey 
tower in the working-class neighbourhood of 
Agripada, residents rise above their immediate 
surroundings to catch sea breezes in apartments 
that start only from level 14. Lower storeys, with 
their less-than-luxurious views, contain parking 
and service areas. Aura, Kalpataru’s Ghatkopar 
township, is built alongside a cemetery. But 
you wouldn’t know that if you looked out of 
the windows. They look at the brighter side of 
life: a landscaped garden on the other side. 

Kalpataru Gardens in Kandivali faces a military 
hostel, which ensures a sufficiently verdant 
view. But the in-house club, party hall, lounge, 
gym, badminton court and skating rinks keep 
residents firmly ensconced in their suburban 
haven. “We’ve found that squash is a good 
sport and it’s trendy,” said Parekh. “So we’ve 
also put in squash courts in all our properties.” It 
takes little to sell paradise-in-a-box to harrowed, 
hurried Mumbaikars. Billboards and brochures 
have done it with watercolour facades and 
dolled-up sample flats for decades. But new 
construction projects are taking the illusion 
of a sealed-in but sustainable existence to 
another level. Upcoming building projects now 
appropriate addresses in mythical lands like 
Mahalaxmi East (the erstwhile Chinchpokli) and 
South Parel (not low-brow Lalbaug). Building 
names are either exotic (like Jonquille, Costiera 
and Antillia) or underscore their self sufficiency 
(like Planet Godrej, off Jacob Circle). The 
location maps in the publicity brochures are 
similarly unreal. They depict a metropolis that 
is home only to woods, five-star hotels, malls, 
Jain temples and sailboat-dotted coastlines. The 
mills and MHADA flats next door are obliterated. 
Every multi-storey is presented like a multi-
layered fantasy through Photoshop projections 
and 3-D virtual tours. Sunlight glints off the 
glass at Sheth Beaumonde in Prabhadevi, a 
whole tree grows out of the penthouse at Lower 
Parel’s Lodha Primero, & acres of shrubbery 
surround Wadala’s Spring Mills even if the actual 

structure is planted inside a concrete jungle. 
Deepak Chitnis, Lodha’s chief architect, says 
that advertisers and architects work closely to 
lend a covetable, exclusivist character to their 
works. “We want to give people a lifestyle, 
not a house,” he said. So while Grandeur in 
congested Prabhadevi is marketed as a “vertical 
township” - there’s a temple, jogging track and 
terrace gardens within a single tower – images 
for Bellissimo and Primero feature people of 
indeterminable ethnicity living the Lodha life. 
They sip coffee by a penthouse window, tan by 
the personal pool and look at their rose-tinted 
world from a private sundeck. You’d never 
know they were in Mumbai and, it appears, 
neither would they. They’re already in their city 
of dreams and it’s different from the one on the 
other side of their biometric security gate.

Elbowing out the chaos to create private 
capsules of comfort has its advantages, Chitnis 
believes. It allows for on-site garbage and water 
recycling without burdening governmental 
agencies and draws customers to areas that 
are otherwise labelled downmarket. “People 
had a block about living in Sewri before Lodha 
Marina,” Chitnis said. But Marina’s roster of on-
site recreation, gym, pool and movie lounge, 
ensures that residents’ interaction with Sewri 
is kept to a minimum. The bubble is large and 
gleaming in Kanjurmarg, where the Nahar 
Group’s mammoth township, Amrit Shakti, 
is steadily rising out of the hills. Designed as 
a getaway address from the big-city sprawl 
(even from the artificial utopia of Hiranandani 
Complex next door), Nahar displays little 
brick and mortar in its commercial messaging. 
Every set of completed buildings is instead 
advertised using exotic avian species like blue 
parakeets and cockatoos – the birds are not 
native to Mumbai, or even India – under names 
that collectively recall a bouquet of similarly 
exotic flowers. Sanctuary seekers can choose 
flats in Yarrow, Lantana, Camellia, Lillium, and 
Allamanda, among others. Each building has 

Ads for Prabhadevi’s Sheth Beaumonde

Ads for Kanjurmarg’s Amrit Shakti

flats facing a podium-level garden that hides 
parking lots and connecting roads with a layer 
of landscaped greenery, walking paths, a club 
house, pool and play area. The firm plans 
to build a medical centre, a school, gaming 
zone, a vegetarian restaurant, a temple and 
shopping plazas on the property, and Nahar’s 
vice chairperson Manju Yagnik promises that no 
hawkers will intrude on residents’ sound space. 
“We get many international buyers who want to 
live in Mumbai but cannot bear its noise,” she 
said, explaining that the hills adjacent will work 
as sound absorbers. The foreign birds and flora 
in their advertising have distinguished Amrit 
Shakti from other bubble builders in suburbia, 
helping them sell 320 apartments in 11 days 
when two buildings went on the market in May 
last year. “We’re much like birds, scrimping and 
saving for our nests and migrating to better 
places to make our homes,” Yagnik observed.

“As for the names, people initially warned 
us that they would be difficult to pronounce. 
But when you look at it, Jonquille is 
not more difficult to say than, perhaps 
Chhatrapati.”Kalpataru’s architects predict that 
as Mumbai grows vertically, more space within 
properties will be given over to areas that foster 
interaction within the same economic group. 
“No one wants to be lonely in Mumbai, but 
they want to socialise with the right crowd,” 
said Parekh. His firm’s buildings ensure that 
“you can come out of your home and meet your 
kind of people in the gym”. But these trends 
are a source for worry, says architect and urban 
planner PK Das, who feels that the high-rise 
high life is coming at the cost of affordable 
housing, a pressing demand in a city whose 
rate of growth has long outpaced that of its 
civic progress. “In market-led development, 
the catchword for anything, a product, service 
or experience, is exclusivity,” he said. “Even 
mere living comes down to branding and 
packaging, creating a fictionalised place for 
those who can afford it.” Cheap homes and 
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Wheel heeled Rolls Royce 200EX has video screens, 
a sound system and other comforts of home.

democratic social spaces are disappearing, 
he said, while social services like healthcare, 
education and recreation are becoming branded 
and available only to a select few. “No building 
can function entirely in a bubble,” he said. “It 
has to be connected to roads, power supply, 
sewage and water works and open to some 
view, all of which are public assets that end 
up being colonised by those with money.” 
He warns that the widening gap between the 
exclusive and the excluded will eventually 
create unrest and find violent expression. 
But Yagnik puts it more philosophically, “You 
can rise to 100 stories in south Mumbai and 
avoid the slums below. But the ones in Bandra 
will still be in your view. They deserve to live 
here too. No bubble can escape that.”

Moving house 
Home is where you can slow down while 
getting into fifth gear, says Deepanjana Pal.
Prasun Deb bought his first car in 1984. It was 
an Ambassador and its most striking feature 
was that its body paint matched the seat 
covers. Since then, Deb’s automobile demands 
have scaled up. “When I bought the Contessa 
in the 1990s, the air conditioner was the big 
thing,” said Deb, now a business consultant. 
“The pleasure of being able to stand next to 
a garbage truck and not smell a thing” Today, 
Deb drives a Toyota Corolla. It has “only the 
basic stuff”: air conditioning, cup holder, 

sunshades, air freshener, carpets, leather seats, 
a music system, and a cellphone charger unit. 
Once inside, with the sunshades blocking out 
the windows and his music system on, Deb 
is in what he calls “my space” and the city of 
Mumbai is not allowed inside. Commuters have 
found different ways of making themselves at 
home in cars. Vivek Oberoi, an executive at 
Deutsche Bank who lives in Khar and works 
in South Mumbai, needs only his BlackBerry 
to leave Tulsi Pipe Road and enter the heart 
of Manhattan or London, via websites like the 
New York Times. Housewife Sujata Punjabi 
tucks a pillow and blanket in the boot so that 
she can sleep comfortably during long drives. 
“When my daughter was born, I had a small 
pharmacy in my car,” said Punjabi. “Diapers, 
formula, medicine, it was all there.” In the 
mecca of traffic jams that is Mumbai, distance 
is not measured in kilometres but in terms 
of hours it takes to negotiate the roads.

“At any given time, there are no more than four 
lakh private cars on the road,” said Nitin Dossa, 
president of the Western India Automobile 
Association. His solution to the problem of 
time-consuming distances is for the city to 
build a subway system, and he extends little 
hope to advocates of carpools. “My car is 
my office,” said Dossa who regularly travels 
from his home in Peddar Road to suburban 
neighbourhoods like Andheri and Borivali for 
meetings. “It’s one place that nothing can barge 
into and where you don’t get interrupted.”

Inner peace
Trying to seek refuge from the city? 
Look no further than your own 
flat, says Bijal Vachharajani.
In the sequel to Back to the Future, futuristic 
houses come equipped with Scene Screens on 
their windows. The screens, which broadcast 
“beautiful views 24 hours a day” of tropical 
islands and mountains, come in handy to hide 
undesirable views, like the neighbour’s window Bedrooms become bathrooms at a decor show

that is too close for comfort. Homes in Mumbai 
don’t seem very far from this celluloid dream. 
They seem only a step away from painting a fake 
sky on to the ceiling. Spinning a cocoon Rupali 
Sebastian, editor of Better Interiors, an interior 
design magazine, said that there are many ways 
in which little isolated bubbles of serenity are 
being created within Mumbai’s apartments. 

Ambient noise (like that of traffic) is being cut 
by soundproof glass, unsightly views are being 
filtered out by sheer curtains and box grills are 
being dressed up as mini-gardens. This kind 
of cocooning is more a rule than an exception, 
she observed. “Not all of us can afford a sea 
view or a fabulous city skyline,” said Sebastian. 
“Often, urban homes, especially in a city 
like Mumbai, are designed in an introverted 
fashion.” At interior designer Ahsan Ansari’s 
PFA Design, the favoured projects are those 
that involve making cocoons in homes. “Clients 
want a feeling of being in a resort at home,” 
said Pavitra Rajaram, a designer with PFA. 
“They don’t want a TV; it needs to be a home 
theatre that is like a multiplex experience.”
Another step towards isolation is recreating 
public zones for owners and service zones 
for domestic staff. The divides that used to 
traditionally be in bungalows are now seen in 
flats. “It’s a functional divide, like in a hotel,” 
said architect and interior designer Jayesh 
Shah.“There’s one part of the house where 
owners can enjoy privacy, the other is for the 
garbage man and milk man.” Shah also gets 
requests to soundproof houses located on 
main roads like Marine Drive. “We put in two 
layers of double-glazed glass,” said Shah.

“This cuts down 70-80 per cent of the noise. 
For offices next to railway tracks, like at Charni 
Road, soundproofing is a necessity.” As the 
city’s building towers rise higher and higher, 
designers find themselves constantly looking for 
ways to treat dead window views. Until recently, 
Altamount Road resident Kumkum Somani used 

to “enjoy seeing the beautiful city spread out” 
from her fourth floor flat. But then tall buildings 
started to mushroom. “My balcony now has a 
champa tree, hanging baskets and lots of plants 
to block the view of other buildings,” she said.

Bathrooms too are popular places of retreat. 
That doesn’t mean merely smuggling the 
newspaper inside to read at leisure. “You 
can’t escape to a spa easily, so your bathroom 
becomes a personal space to relax and unwind,” 
said Ansari. At a house in Nariman Point, 
Shah has installed full-length windows in the 
bathroom, so when the owner is not taking a 
shower, he can gaze at the sea. “Earlier, we’d 
shield the toilets, now they are becoming a part 
of the bedroom,” said Shah. The world’s our 
oyster One of PFA Design’s clients in Napean 
Sea Road has a large terrace that opens out 
to the sea. “We designed it in such a way that 
you feel like you are in Bali,” said Rajaram. 
“Swaying lanterns, tall plants and a sea view 
completed the effect. Clients now want interiors 
that reflect the tastes of a global traveller.” 
Recreating Bali, Thailand or Rome in a house 
doesn’t mean expensive foreign trips. For those 
who can’t afford to live abroad, the international 
experience now comes home. Italian marble, 
English switches, Spanish bathroom fittings, 
German kitchen cabinets and light fittings from 
Dubai are being offered as standard fittings by 
almost every other builder. “Sitting in Mumbai, 
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Amar Subway residents rise above the flood levels 
with an elevated floor.

you get a reasonable amount of choice,” said 
Shah. “Often, when we visit houses, we know 
that a particular artefact has come from a 
shop in Thailand.” Deepak Chitnis, the chief 
architect of the Lodha group, said that the trend 
is not to ape a specific country, but to have 
the best of everything. Apartments in Lodha 
Belissimo in Mahalaxmi come with a fully fitted 
German Poggenpohl kitchen, Duravit and 
Hansgrohe bath fixtures also from Germany, 
and Philippe Starck sanitary ware from France.

Top-of-the line bathrooms, serene oases 
adjacent to busy roads, and a United Nations 
way of living don’t seem like unreasonable 
demands for designers anymore. Most 
customers are starting to realise that although 
their address is Mumbai, their house could be 
anywhere in the world – just as long as they 
have the money to fuel their flights of fancy.

Going with the flow 
Mumbai has discovered ingenious 
ways to fight floods and live with the 
monsoons, finds Suhani Singh.
Before July 26, 2005, Kajal Mehta would eagerly 
await the rains. She’d invite friends over for 
tea and pakodas, which she’d lay out on a 
wooden dining table. But Mehta’s ground floor 
apartment in Vile Parle no longer has that piece 
of furniture. It’s been replaced with a wrought-
iron table, one of the many alterations she’s 
made since her living room was wrecked in the 
deluge. For the Mehtas, the monsoon is now a 
time to take precautions. “I empty out the lower 
shelves of my cupboards, pack all the extra linen 
in suitcases and keep them in the loft,” she said. 
Fearing another nightmarish cloudburst, Mehta 
even keeps a bag of clothes handy so she can 
make a quick getaway to a friend’s house.

While Mehta considers escaping for an evening 
or two, others believe that moving out of a 
low-lying area during the entire wet season is 
the only option available. Chandur Ahuja, a 

72-year-old retiree recently left his ground floor 
home in Kandivali, for a second floor apartment 
in Charkop. He plans to return to Kandivali only 
after the monsoon ends. Like many others in the 
area, Ahuja saw his possessions get destroyed 
in the July 26 downpour because his house 
faced a concretised road. The new roads, rising 
six inches higher than before, flood along the 
edges on days when the rains are heavy and 
the sewers get clogged. Milan Subway in Santa 
Cruz is another neighbourhood that immediately 
fills up in a shower. “If there is two hours of 
rain, we are 100 per cent sure that water will 
enter the society,” said Ram Jadhav, a resident 
of Amar Subway building located next to the 
Milan underpass. Amar Subway’s ground-floor 
residents have all blocked their doorways with 
knee-high slabs of metal or marble to prevent 
water from gushing in. Others have taken 
home renovation further. In 2004, Om Sainath 
Society in Shastri Nagar, Santa Cruz, concretised 
their compound to raise it by nine inches 
and keep floods out. The society also raised 
the height of the electricity meters in all four 
buildings to two feet above the ground level. 

When all else fails, Mumbaiites employ familiar 
but reliable tactics to adjust to their situation. 
They buy cupboards with more storage space 
on the higher shelves, raise the flooring or cover 
their living room walls with ceramic tiles that can 
be wiped clean after a flood. Some, like classical 
vocalist and Irla resident Hema Desai, have 

even been compelled to raise their lifestyles a 
little. Desai replaced the baithak-style seating 
in her house with sofas. “We never wanted 
a dining table,” said Desai, who purchased 
one recently so that she’d have a surface on 
which to place her plate, even if the floor was 
waterlogged. Floods also bring out Mumbai’s 
resourceful side, as in the case of Richa Arora, 
who lives in LIC Colony in Santa Cruz. Last year, 
she found an unlikely weapon with which to 
protect her furniture from ankle-deep water: 
she wraps bricks in polythene bags to raise 
beds and sofas off the floor. “When nothing 
can be done, this is all we can do,” she said.

Beam me up
Karan Mansukhani, a 26 year old co-
founder of an IT firm, doesn’t take the car 
to work. He takes the elevator. His new 
office is two floors above his Colaba flat.
“Two years ago, I worked with a company that 
was located in Andheri East. I’d work 12 hours 
a day with another three hours wasted driving 
back and forth from Colaba. Travelling back at 
four at night after a hectic day at work is not 
the best way to go about your life. I would get 
some six hours of sleep. Despite living in the 
same house, there were times when I ended 
up not seeing my family for days. Last year, I 

started a company which provides IT staffing 
solutions and software development to clients 
in United States and markets in Europe. By 
having the office less than five minutes away, I 
find myself contributing more to my company. 
I don’t lose any time commuting so I add the 
time saved to working as well as to building 
new business relations over the phone.

Lots of people need to travel to work despite 
there being not much work to do and often sit 
in the office and while away time. I go when 
it is required. I also have the flexibility to start 
late. The job lets me spend time with my family 
and commit to a relationship. There is also the 
luxury to have lunch at home. I usually take an 
hour off in between to take a walk or go to the 
gym. Our office space is approximately 700 sq 
ft, one third of which is allocated to a relaxation 
room. It has got a TV, a music system, easy 
chairs, a good bed and a balcony. Here, you 
can just be by yourself with no disturbance. 
But in India, some people still do not take a 
company operating from home seriously. They 
tend to think of it as a small-time vendor or a 
fly-by-night operator. But the culture of working 
from home is slowly coming in. Ultimately, 
what’s important is what you achieve.” 

As told to Suhani Singh
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